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Polls marked by low turnout
Student elections
garner lowest turnout
since 1992
BY SAMANTHA JUNG

News Staff

Thisyear's UBC student elections
have resulted in the lowest voter
turnout since 1992, with only
6.4% of eligible voters contributing their voices to the future
of their student society, Board of
Governors, and Senate.
Out of an eligible 45,040 student voters, only 286 7 voted this
year. However, voter turnout
has traditionally been limited.
Voting hit a high streak starting
in 1994 with 10.4%, peaking at
20.6% in 1996, and continuing
in the double digits until 1998
before it begun to fluctuate
again. The last four years have
seen turnout decline sharply,
with only 7.9% of students voting in 2007.
So why was voter turnout so
low this year? Trisha Taneja, a
second year Arts student, read
the Ubyssey's election supplement before voting, but felt that
the "elections were less publicized" this year.
First year Arts student Miranda Iddon felt ill-informed
and didn't vote. "I feel like I
didn't know enough...I probably
just didn't pay attention to the
signs," says Iddon.
Brendon Goodmurphy, outgoing AMS VP Academic, wasn't
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Voting during thisyear's student elections returned record low numbers. A mere 2867 students of the 45,040 eligible voters at UBC cast ballots.

quite sure why voter turnout
was so low, but said one of the
reasons could be due to what he
calls "logistical issues," such as
the late hiring of this year's AMS

elections committee.
"You can just say that essentially we had problems getting qualified candidates," said
Goodmurphy, "so we had to

repost the job, which pushed
back the schedule a lot, [and the]
elections committee was hired
late."
Low student dissatisfac-

tion could also be a reason
for low voter turnout, said
Goodmurphy.
see "Voter-less" | PAGE 02

Pro-life group
denied club funding

A SUBsidy for the renewal project

ity toward Christians generally,
or Catholics specifically, at the
meeting," she wrote in her
KELOWNA (CUP)-A pro-life decision. "The motion to ratify
group thatwas denied club status was defeated by the majority of
at UBC-Okanagan has had their students."
case dismissed by thatprovince's
But Marlon Bartram, who
human rights tribunal.
was president ofthe UBC-OkanaStudents For Life, a student- gan branch of Students For Life
run pro-life group at the univer- when the complaint was filed,
sity, was denied club status by said that denying the group club
their students' union at a special status stifles debate on campus.
general meeting on Nov. 28,
"We have a right to organize
2006. They responded byfilinga as a group of students, and we
human rights complaint against have a right to express our opinthe students' union, claiming ions and to put forth our arguthey were discriminated against ments, and engage in public disbased on religion.
course—just like any other group
Tribunal member Barbara or movement," Bartram said.
Humphreys disagreed, siding
He said Students For Life
with student union executive argued there was religious dischair Krystal Smith onjan. 16.
crimination because almost all of
"I...accept [Smith's] statements that there was no hostilsee "Denied" | PAGE 02
BY DAVID KARP

CUP Western Bureau Chief
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Members ofthe AMS Executive pose with Lev Bukhman and Kristen Foster of studentcare.net, which has
donated $75,000 towards the SUB Renewal project.
for
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UBC lmprov:The January
Shows!
Time: 7pm
Where: Scarfe 100 Main Mall and
University Blvd.
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I Brazilian Carnaval
Time: 3:45pm-8pm
Where: 250 Smithe Street
„ Cost: Free
CO

P-i Brazilian food and festivities

FRIDAY
Foreplay
Time: 6:30pm-10pm
Where: The Cheeze Factory
Cost: 2$ Beer,Cider,and Burgers
CP What: Get it on with a 'geer
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News Briefs
Provincial government creates
$94.5 million endowment for
green research

UBC will be one of four BC
universities to benefit from a
$94.5 million endowment for
climate research.
The endowment, which is
being created by the provincial
government, will be used to
fund a climate institute. While
the institute will be based at the
University of Victoria, researchers from the Univeristy of British Columbia, Simon Fraser
University, and the University
of Northern British Columbia
will participate in research at
the centre.
According to the Premier's
Office, the institute will be
housed in existing research
facilities and will be called the
Pacific Institute for Climate
Solutions.
"This institute will bring

together those academics,
along with others from around
the world, with business and
the private sector to develop
new policy alternatives, to find
ways to educate and encourage
greener lifestyles, and to develop new, green technologies into
products that can be used by
consumers around the globe."
said Premier Gordon Campbell
in a prepared statement. X3
Future of Student Union
Building to be decided in next
couple months

The Alma Mater Society (AMS)
is hoping to have in place a
referendum to determine the
future of the Student Union
Building (SUB) by the end of
March.
According to Sarah Naiman,
AMS
VP
Administration,
students will first be asked
to decide on one of two floor

plans for the new SUB in a consultation process set to begin
in early February. One floor
plan consists of a renovated
and streamlined version of
the current building, while the
other consists of renovations
in addition to construction of
an additional building. A third
option, which would actually
reduce the floor space available in the SUB, will likely not
be presented to students.
"The point of this is not
because the SUB is ugly, it's
because it's no longer meeting
the needs of students."
We're coming into the
final phases where students
are going to get to start major,
binding decisions," added
Naiman. "The next phase is
letting students see these two
options and saying, 1 want option A or option B to come to
referendum.'"
Naiman said the refer-

endum will likely be held to
overlap with UBC REC's Storm
the Wall due to the number of
student around campus during
that week.
"Once the referendum is
successful, even if it takes one
or two tries—and historically it
has taken two tries before these
things get going—once that's
successful the final step or
even in conjunction [with the
referendum] is to find out what
the University is contributing."
Naiman said one of the
reasons the time line for the
referendum was moved to
March from its original date
in February was to get a solid
financial commitment to the
project from the University.
"I think the University is
really behind this project and
they're really getting excited for
it is because in a lot of ways this
is their saving grace for their
entire U-Blvd project." \a
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Goodmurphy: "It's been
persistent for a while."
from "Voter-less" |

VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
STEPHANIE FINDLAY

Students for Life: "The decision sets a dangerous precedent."

VOLUNTEERS@UBYSSEY.BC.CA

from "Denied" |

PAGE OI

"There are people who
would say that low voter turnout also means that there aren't
a lot of problems...so it could
suggest that people are fairly
satisfied with...what the AMS
is doing, "It could also suggest
that there's a bigger picture issue of engagement, so it's hard
to know why we don't have
high voter turnout."
Regarding the Voter Funded
Media (VFM) contest, Goodmurphy said that currently
there is no evidence to suggest
that it has an effect on voter
turnout. He hopes that future
years will show whether VFM
has an impact, but cautions
that there is a bigger problem
regarding "engaging the population" in AMS and student affairs, and that the AMS needs
to look at what gets people "out
and voting".
"There are some bigger picture issues... it's been persistent for a while. It's not a new
issue, AMS membership engagement," said Goodmurphy.
"It's hard when you have high
turnover in exec and council
to [plan] longer term strategies
for addressing the issue of engagement." xT

PAGE OI

their members are Christian.
"The vast majority of the
members were Christian or
Catholic. I don't think I met
one person who would describe
themselves as an atheist or a
non-believer," he said.
But Shamus Reid, chairperson ofthe Canadian Federation
of Students-BC, said student
unions can decide what clubs
they fund. The UBC Okanagan
Students' Union is a member
of the Canadian Federation of
Students.
"Student unions have the
right to make their independent
decisions about clubs, and who
to fund and who to support,"
he said. "The members [of the
UBC-Okanagan student union]
were unwilling to fund this
particular club, and the Human
Rights Tribunal has dismissed
the case."
Smith said there is already
healthy debate around the issue
of abortion on campus.
"It definitely sparked a lot of
debate around campus around
the meeting," said Smith.
With club status, Students
For Life would have received a
$30 grant, and the ability to apply for up to $800 of additional

funding each year.
"Having official status does
give us access to room bookings, the ability to conduct
poster campaigns to advertise
on campus—it just gives us a
lot more opportunity and a lot
more avenues to get our message out," Bartram said.
Bartram is also worried
about what precedent the case
might set for other student
groups.
Heartbeat, a pro-life club
at North Vancouver's Capilano
College, is currently fighting
its own battle at the BC Human
Rights Tribunal after being denied funding from its student
union.
"The decision sets a dangerous precedent whereby it's
deemed acceptable to censor a
viewpoint because some people
might be offended by it," said
Bartram. "And I think it represents a threat to the freedom of
expression to all Canadians, not
just pro-life students."
But William Black, a law
professor at UBC's Vancouver
campus who specializes in
human rights cases, said the
case probably isn't precedent
setting.
"It looks like it was rejected
not as a matter of principle,

but based on the facts," Black
said, adding that the Capilano
College case could swing the
other way if different facts are
presented.
Black said the fact that the
UBC-Okanagan student body
as a whole voted to deny club
standing made it difficult to
prove discrimination.
"How do you prove whether
there was a connection to religion when it's a general vote
like that?" he said. "[Students
For Life] has to show that there
was conduct that was detrimental, that was related to one of
the grounds of discrimination."
The issue is not entirely
confined to Canada's West
coast, either. Mount Allison
University's students' union in
New Brunswick recently granted club status to Life Savers
on their campus. At Memorial
University of Newfoundland,
however, MUN for Life was unsuccessful in their bid for club
status.
The National Campus Life
Network (NCLN), whose primary goal is to help students
"bring the pro-life message to
[their] campus," lists 40 active
pro-life groups on college and
university campuses across
Canada. \a
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The Ubyssey is the official student newspaper ofthe University of
British Columbia. It is published every Tuesday and Friday by The
Ubyssey Publications Society. We are an autonomous, democratically run student organisation, and all students are encouraged to
participate.
Editorials are chosen and written bythe Ubyssey staff. They are
the expressed opinion of the staff, and do not necessarily reflect
the views of The Ubyssey Publications Society or the University of
British Columbia. All editorial content appearing in The Ubyssey is
the property of The Ubyssey Publications Society. Stories, opinions,
photographs and artwork contained herein cannot be reproduced
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The Ubyssey is a founding member of Canadian University Press
(CUP) and adheres to CUP's guiding principles.
Letters to the editor must be under 300 words. Please include
your phone number,student number and signature (not for publication) as well as your year and faculty with all submissions. ID will be
checked when submissions are dropped off at the editorial office of
The Ubyssey; otherwise verification will be done by phone."Perspectives" are opinion pieces over 300 words but under 750 words and
are run according to space."Freestyles"areopinion pieces written by
Ubyssey staff members. Priority will be given to letters and perspectives overfreestyles unless the latter istimesensitive.Opinion pieces
will not be run until the identity ofthe writer has been verified. The
Ubyssey reserves the right to edit submissions for length and clarity. All letters must be received by 12 noon the day before intended
publication. Letters received after this point will be published in the
following issue unless there is an urgent time restriction or other
matterdeemed relevant bythe Ubysseystaff.
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that if the Ubyssey Publications Society fails to publish an advertisement or if an error in the ad occursthe liability of the UPS will not be
greater than the price paid for the ad.The UPS shall not be responsible for slight changes ortypographicalerrorsthat do not lessen the
value orthe impact ofthe ad.
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help wanted

help wanted

services

AD TRAFFIC Jesse Marchand

DINE OUT WITH UBC FOOD
SOCIETY CLUB
at Romanos Macaroni Grill.
Tuesday January 29th,
7pm. Or at Chilli House
Thai Bistro, Friday, Fob 1st,
7pm. No taxes or tips for
members. Non members
welcome too.
foodsociety@gmail.com

AFRICA AWARENESS
WEEK.
"The Past, Present, and
Future of Agency in Africa."
Feb lst-8th. Keynote
MonFcb4, 6:30 pm. Liu
Institute Multi purpose
room. Movie night and
panel, Feb 5th.
www. africa-awarene ss.
ubc.ca

SYLVAN LEARNING
CENTRE IN VANCOUVER
SEEKS
d3rnamic individuals
with teaching/tutoring
experience. Requirements:
Bachelor degree. Teacher
certification preferred.
Proficiency in teaching
reading, writing and/or
math. Able to develop
rapport with students in
all grades. Enthusiastic
and positive approach
Exceptional learning and
teaching environment.
P/T hrs,afternoons and
evenings (3:30-8:00 MF). Also, Sat afternoons
and Sunmornings. To
apply, email sarah®
sylvanvancouver.ca or fax to
604-738-7328.

MOMS OF 5-12 YR OLD
BOYS!
Receive $35 for
participation in UBC
psychology research!
Visits scheduled at your
convenience.
604-822-903 7.

CLARINET/SAXOPHONE
LESSONS.
Classical, Jazz, World, RCM
prep. Experienced teacher
with BMus. (UBC) & Master
of Music (C.U. NY).
Contact Mike Dowler at
778-893-2154.

AD DESIGN Michael Bround

MALAYSIA SINGAPORE
NIGHT 2008:
Kampung & Coconuts.
Fashion show, Malay
traditional dances,
Indonesian Angklung,
local bands & Malaysian/
Singaporean cuisine. Sat,
Feb 2 6-9pm. Neville Scarfe
Building, UBC, Rm 100.
$ 15. Dress code: Smart
casual. Contact Eu Ken
at 778-883-1787.

GET THAT GRADE YOU'VE
ALWAYS WANTED.
Come to Get Learn'd
student workshops at
Buchanan A from 10am5pm on Sat. Jan. 26.
Register at
www.sciteam.ubc.ca and get
free lunch.

services
GOT A BROKEN IPOD?
Its battery won't hold a
charge? Get it fixed by a
UBC student for less. Call
604-719-1814.
EDITING.
Prof editor wall polish
papers/theses until you
shine, www.pto-editing.com,
pto edit@yahoo.ca, 250381-8650.

ESSAY WRITING HELP.
Professionals in business
over 20 years. Call
1-800-345-8295 or email
customessay@bellnet.ca

accommodation
CLASSIC,
COMFORTABLE BED AND
BREAKFAST.
5 minute drive from UBC.
www.llouseOnDunbarBandB.com. Call Joanne
Renwick, 604-224-6355.

If Samantha Jung was a psychologist, she would be tiny. If Gerald
Deo was a dinosaur, he would be a triceratops. If Marie Burgoyne
liked vegetables, her favourite would be zucchini. If Boris Korby was
a discount clothing outlet, he would be Winners. If Stephanie Findlay was an element, she would be tungsten. If Joe Rayment tasted
like something, he would taste like marshmallows that have been
roasted just a little too long. If Paul Bucci was a bird, he would fly
away and never come back. If Justin McElroy was a skiier, he would
lose a toe to frostbite. If Brandon Adams was a barbarian he would
have 38 hitpoints. If Kellan Higginswas royalty.hewould bea duke.
If Matthew Jewkes was in the military, it would be the Brazilian
military. If Oker Chen worked all night, he wouldn't even be tired
in the morning. If Levi Barnett was any cooler we'd have to measure
him in degrees kelvin. If Champagne Choquer was a pie, she would
bea key lime pie. If Sabrina Marchand won a dance-off, she would
blow the money on drugs and lose men. If Jordan Chittley owned
a submarine, he would call it The Enforcer. If Shun Endo was Japanese, his name would be Goh Iromoto. If David Zhang was a caffe,
he would be Blenz. If Matthew Hayles was an archvillain, he would
be the Penguin. If Celestian Rince had a thing for dwarf parakeets
that would begross.

V
Canadian
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Pussy Posse uses humour and chocolate to open dialogue
Posse during Erotic Bingo at the
Pit, where contestants had to
fake orgasmic cries.
Vagina, pussy, and cunt. These
A sense of humour is necesare words that the Pussy Posse,
sary to confront sexual abuse and
a campus women's rights group,
for healing. York and Valero know
is trying to change from redas they both have experienced it.
faced whispers to open procla"I was drugged once, but nothing
mations. The Pussy Posse is only
happened," York said. Valero on
one of many groups involved in
the other hand was less fortunate.
V-Day, a movement founded by
"I can say that I have been sexuthe author of The Vagina Monoally assaulted," she said. "And it
logues, Eve Ensler, to highlight
was precisely through friends
the abuses that women endure.
and groups like this and comAnd they're doing it by throwing
munication that I have been able
parties.
to overcome it. That's why someSitting in front of a collection
thing like this is so important to
of chocolate vaginas, of both
so many people."
OKER CHEN PHOTO / THE UBYSSEY
dark and white flavours, is Erin Sarah-Nelle Jackson, Christina Chan, James Choi, Erin York,and Molly Kraft let words reach where the sun don't shine.
Jess Lemay is also in the
York, the director of UBC's 2008
Pussy Posse. "One of the biggest
production of The Vagina Mono- giving back to the community social environment
doesn't other women. [Because abuse] things is for women to acknowllogues and one of five coordina- and to talk about all of these is- help much—one in four here are tends to be directly associated edge their vaginas and be proud
tors of the Pussy Posse. Smiling sues that are so suppressed," victims.
with men."
of them. Women are taught from
beside her is Josy Valero, one of York says. "For instance, we
And that's only what's
One of the coordinators of such a young age that they're not
the group's 50 members.
don't really talk about rape... reported.
the Pussy Posse as well as five supposed to mess around down
"I've seen the show many, People don't talk about sexual
One of the many goals of the general members are men. It's there," Lemay says. "Because
many times before," says York. assault. Look at what happened V-Day movement is for women no longer only about issues sur- men have most of the sexual
"I was in the show last year. I at the frats at the beginning of to unify and strengthen existing rounding women, says Molly power in our society, it's imporwas Cunt [a character] and I the year. Some of the women anti-violence efforts. This year's Kraft, a coordinator herself. "We tant for women to realize they
had a great time. I know it was were drugged and it's just some- fund-raising efforts target the vi- know we cannot do this without have a lot of sexual power."
something I really wanted to co- thing that has not been talked olence that women in the Congo men involved."
Their goal of liberation
ordinate and be a part of."
about on this campus," she says, face as a tactic of war. They also
A man with a toothy grin through laughter continues until
Behind the two girls and referring to the 11 women who support many local groups.
chimed in, "I love pussy." In- Valentine's Day and the run of
the table of chocolate vaginas claimed they were given the
No vaginas are required to troducing himself as Pedro Ca- The Vagina Monologues ends.
on lollipop sticks, a crowd lies date-rape drug GHB at the Beta join the Pussy Posse. In an effort manho, a supporter of the Pussy
"It's funny. It's a good time.
sprawled out around a guitarist. Theta Pi Fraternity party in Sep- to attract diversity, Pussy Posse Posse, he elaborated, "I like the You'll laugh a lot," director York
The crowd gathered—with no tember 2007.
member Josy Valero said, "We've fact that it's very welcoming. It's says, but her attention is needed
distance between the men and
According to the Pussy Posse, been trying to involve men a lot a very warm place to be. It gives elsewhere. An audience member
women—arms around necks and one in three women around the more because we find that wom- you a lot of good feelings. And buys a chocolate vagina-on-ahands through hair.
world experience sexual assault en are a lot more open to talking it's usually pretty fun." Camanho stick, and gives the silky choco"It's just a wonderful way of or rape. Canada's progressive about their sexualities, but with came in contact with the Pussy late a sensual lick. \a
BY OKER CHEN
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A Two Year Degree
for University Grads

INSURE A SUCCESSFUL CAREER

Bachelor of Computer Science

Apply now for BCIT'S Insurance
and Risk Management program
Developed with BC's leading general
insurance companies, this program
provides core business skills with
insurance-specific knowledge.
Complete this two-year diploma program
to launch a lucrative career. You can also
continue your studies to earn your degree
and the Chartered Insurance Professional
designation.
Already have a degree in another
discipline? You could qualify for advanced
placement to complete the program in
one year.
APPLY NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
For more information, call 604.432.8898
or visit bcit.ca/5880diplt

TECHNOLOGY
CHANGES
EVERYTHING

r Interested in Journalism?
Interested in Design?
Interested in Photography?

theubysseyn
? yrr

The Ubyssey is your source of student journalism at UBC.
Tuesday in our office at SUB 24, meet the editors.

APPLY NOW for Fall 2008

www.bcs-ics.es.u
Department of Computer Science
bcs-info@cs.ubc.ca
Application

Deadline: Feb. 28, 2008

Contact Michele: (604) 822-5693

Teach English
Overseas
Intensive 60-Hour Program

THE$JBYSSEY
The Planning Blitz meeting is happening this
Wednesday:

Agenda:

Classroom Management Techniques
Detailed Lesson Planning

1. Editor reports

Comprehensive Teaching Materials

2. PLAN

Internationally Recognized Certificate

3. Post-mortem

Teacher Placement Service
Money Back Guarantee Included
t Thousands of Satisfied Students

J OXFORD
S E M I N A R S

1-800-779-1779 / 780-428-8700
www.oxfordseminars.com

We have refocused our
Wednesday meetings.
Come out if you want to
help plan the paper.
SUB BASMENT 24
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Fascination meets
repulsion in Hey Girl!

( * ) YOUTH CHALLENGE
v f * \ f

th
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L

Make a world of difference
YCI involves Canadian youth in hands-on projects
in developing countries:

Africa, the Americas and the South Pacific
If y o u are:
•
•
•
•

Aged 18 to 30
Interested in seeing the world
Seeking a team based experience
Available for 5 to 12 weeks

S U M M E R P R O G R A M S N O W AVAILABLE!

™ www.yci.org
for more info.

75-minute piece, but the pacing perfectly follows the action
on stage. This lets the audience
Romeo Castellucci's Hey, Girl!, engage with the images and the
an avante-garde piece that ran at ideas presented, without being
the Frederic Wood Theatre last lost entirely.
weekend, defies categorization
It's important to remember
and singes every sensibility.
that performance art is about
As part of the 2008 PuSh individual interpretation and
International Performing Arts experience. Directors of these
Festival, the performance art pieces often don't have a single
piece arrived on campus with message or idea that they want
barely a whisper, but its scream- audience members to "get." It's
ing sirens, startling imagery, about accepting the images that
and seizure-inducing effects are presented and making sense
didn't fail to offend Vancouver's of them in light of what you, as
conservative theatre critics, in- an individual witness, know or
cluding Peter Birnie of the Van- believe.
couver Sun.
Despite the jarring and
Score: 1-0 for the eccentric unfamiliar presentation style,
little festival that promised Castellucci's creation does have
Vancouverites "visionary, genre- a focus. He explores the physibending, multi-disciplined, star- cal, emotional, cultural, sexual,
tling and original works." Really, and social constraints that have
Mr Birnie, what did you expect?
historically plagued women.
The weird and wild Italian From Joan of Arc to Juliet, Eve
performance bares no resem- to Elizabeth, the piece's two acblance to anything else you're tresses echo the stories we know
likely to see on campus, or in and point to the gaping holes in
Vancouver, this spring.
history that silence stories we'll
Entering the Frederick Wood never know.
theatre just minutes before the
Hey, Girll's themes are imperformance begins, you step portant: the suppression and exinto an auditorium opaque with ploitation of women, vulnerabilfog, leaving you groping to find ity versus violence, the female
a seat and straining to see the form and its adornments, the
stage.
persecution of women in power,
When the lights finally fade, slavery, servitude, same-sex
an eerie energy radiates through competition and camaraderie,
the fog. A single fluorescent bar and eventually the galvanization
illuminates an uncanny scene: a of women against the outside
stainless steel table drips with forces that threaten them.
gelatinous goop that is oozing
Known to some as "contemout of a collapsed pregnant porary theatre's most audacious
woman's body. Lead Italian and inventive image-maker,"
actress Silvia Costa eventually Castellucci's depiction defies
crawls out of the carcass, naked complacency and makes the
and gasping, breaching a gro- audience gasp, cringe, question,
tesque beginning to this grip- and respond.
ping piece of performance art.
Although Hey, Girl! is unFewer than 50 words are deniably difficult to watch, it is
spoken throughout the entire equally impossible to ignore, vl
BY TRACY FULLER

Projects in Guyana, Costa Rica, Guatemala,
Grenada, Vanuatu, Tanzania, Ghana and Ethiopia

/T

Interested in
journalism?
Come Tuesday
at noon
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If you are suffering from neck pain,
back pain, headache or fatigue...

www.vancouverspinecarecentre.com
Broadway at Pine 604-873-6029

SUB 24

PREFERRED FEE SCHEDULE FOR UBC STUDENTS
Dr. Dean Greenwood

Dr. Richard Hunter

CHIROPRACTORS

V

J

U N I V E R S I T Y OF B R I T I S H C O L U M B I A
Campus & Community Planning

Development Permit Applications

0

DP 07034: MBA House
UBC Properties Trust
proposes to build a mixed used
rental building, 4-storey, dormitory
style units for MBA students with a
lobby, coffee shop, and amenity
space on the ground floor on Lot
47 of Wesbrook Place (South
Campus Neighbourhood). This
proposal would remain consistent
with the approved Neighbourhood
Plan.

Green Buffer

DP 08002: SC Lot 1 1 ,
Faculty & Staff Rental
Housing UBC Properties Trust
proposes to build a 4-storey, 45unit Faculty & Staff Rental building
on Lot 11 of Wesbrook Place
(South Campus Neighbourhood).
This proposal would remain
consistent with approved
Neighbourhood Plan.

These applications are scheduled for consideration by the Development Permit Board on
February 1 6 , 2008, Maple Room, Ponderosa Centre, 2071 West Mall, 5 - 7 p.m.; for
directions visit www.maps.ubc.ca
More information on this project is available on the C & CP website:
www.planning.ubc.ca/corebus/devapps.html
Ej

Questions: Daniel Sirois, Manager Development Services, C&CP
e-mail: daniel.sirois@ubc.ca

/K

This event is wheelchair accessible. For more information about assistance for persons
with disabilities, e-mail rachel.wiersma@ubc.ca
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New sport contest attracts painful entries
Goccer, Master Pong are UBC
mr
entries that will vie to be top creative
1

IP

rat

SWSL

new sport in Canada, win cash
attach to your hands. The rules
are similar to tennis: you have
to hit the ball back to the other
person but keep it within the
boundaries of the court. However, the injuries are much more
intense than in ping pong or
tennis. Rhett recently had a fall
when attempting to jump while
wearing his rollerblades, and the
scrape on his knee tells the story
of an ungraceful tumble.
Rhett found out about the
contest through a friend who
competed last year and said
he's entering because "the world
deserves to know about Master
Pong."
It also gave him a chance to
break out his Rollerblades early
this season.
This is the third year the
contest has been held, and the
last two years have been won by
Dalhousie University.
This nationwide competition,
run by Inventa—a Toronto-based
marketing agency that promotes
Motrin's pain relief products—is
open to all major universities
and colleges in Canada. Can Yorgancioglu, UBC's ambassador for
the My Game My Pain Challenge,
says all it takes is a great idea
and about five minutes to enter
the challenge.
Last year, there were 48 applicants, including five from

BY SABRINA MARCHAND

Sports Staff

Joshua Zaph has created a new
sport called Goccer, a hybrid
of golf and soccer, and he is
entering his idea into an online
contest designed to find the next
great Canadian sport.
While Zaph is entering for
fun and a sense of pride if he
wins, Motrin, a company that
sells pain relief medicine, is also
putting up $2500 for the national
winner of the My Game My Pain
Challenge.
For Zaph it is about much
more than money and national
fame. "Goccer is a sport that can
impress a firm set of morals and
instill a deep friendship in even
the hardest of people."
Rhett Williams, a UBC alumnus, is also entering the contest
this year with his creation of
Master Pong, a blend of ping
pong and tennis, played on inline skates. Rhett said he has
been inventing new sports since
he was a kid.
"Once I thought I'd invented
this awesome new sport, but
then I found out it was already
called cricket," Rhett said.
To play Master Pong you
need a tennis court, a tennis ball,
in-line skates, and over-sized
paddles (of Rhett's creation) that

IB!

HlH!

PHOTO COURTESY OF CAN YORGANCIOGLU

Players await the start of play during a game of beach dodgeball,one of last years entries for the contest.

UBC. Unfortunately,
the top
UBC entrant, Longboard Hockey,
didn't win the Canada-wide
contest. The sport, a rough and
tumble game like hockey played
on long skateboards, is a sport
that encourages contact because
many people cannot control
their longboards while stick handling at the same time. Players
often fly off their boards, "bailing
hard" onto the concrete.
Longboard Hockey was outvoted by Dalhousie's Ultimate
Bordenball; wheelchair edition,
a dangerous amalgamation of

basketball and rugby played in
a wheelchair. Most games that
make it to the final round appear
to be a blend of two pre-existing
sports that inevitably create a
physically potent combination.
"It's mostly jocks that enter,
but we want to get everyone involved this year," said Yorgancioglu, noting that the competition
is open to both students and faculty. Competitors must register
their game online with the name
of their sport, team name, and
description of the rules/guidelines before February 8th.

Inventa's judges will pick one
game from each competing university or college and notify the
final candidates. Team captains
are asked to assemble their players to demonstrate the game to
their school's ambassador, who
then videotapes the game in action. After professional editing,
the videos are uploaded onto the
My Game My Pain homepage
and the voting begins.
Anyone can visit the web page
and vote for their favourite game
until the winner is announced at
the end of April. til
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winter Schedule

HAYDEN
Norm Theatre, UBC

^a

6 1 3 8 Student Union Boulevard

Monday
th

February 11 , 2008
7:30 p.m.

Tickets: Ticketweb, Zulu, Outpost

Feb. 7t;

ft SUE
Johanson

Totem Park
Ballroom
7:00 p.m.
$3 Donation
at the door

www.ams.ubc.ca/events

AMS EXECUTIVE COORDINATOR
OF STUDENT SERVICES

Nominations for the Election
of the Vice-President

The AMS is seeking an Executive Coordinator of
Student Services for a one-year
appointment from March 1,
2008 to February 28, 2009.

Administration will open this Wednesday, January 30',h
2008 at 9:00 a.m. and close Friday, February 1 st ,
2008 at 5:00 p.m.

The Executive Coordinator of
Student Services is
responsible for providing
general supervision and
guidance for the AMS Service Coordinators and
their Assistant Coordinators in the effective
operation ofthe AMS Services. The ECSS is also the
main point person between the AMS Executives
and AMS Services and participates as a non-voting
member at the Council and Executive meetings.
Deadline for applications will be
Friday, February 1,2008.
Please visit www.ams.ubc.ca/jobs
for more information, including
how to apply.

Nomination forms can be retrieved from and must be
submitted to the AMS Office at SUB 238.
Voting for this race will begin Wednesday, February 6th and
conclude the following Monday, February 11th.
Good luck to all candidates, and should you have any
further questions, please contact the AMS Elections
Committee at elections@ams.ubc.ca.

Voter Funded Media 2008
Voting for the 2008 VFM contest
is now up and running!
Cast your vote online using Webvote
and support UBC's local media outlets.
Voting will remain open until Thursday, January 31st.

Safewalk
is a free, student-run
foot patrol service
with two-person
co-ed teams that will meet you and
accompany you anywhere on campus to
make sure you get there safely. Keep an
eye out for our bright red reflective
jackets and signature foot logo, and let
your next walk be with us!
Hours of Operation:
Fall Hours (Starting in September)
Monday-Saturday: Dusk-2:00 a.m.
Sunday: Dusk-12:00 a.m.
Walks Line: 604-822-5355
email: safewalk@ams.ubc.ca

For information regarding this year's participants, visit
www.votermedia.org/ubc

AMS Sweet Valentine's Fair
Feb. 13,14,15
main concourse SUB
vendor products include:
^
jeweller, flowers, plants, candy, •
clothing, handbags,
fashion accessories and misc.
products and services.
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FREESTYLE
Animal testing is necessary for science and
human health

ADAMS/JEWKES EDITORIAL GRAPHIC

Publishers should be able to print whatever
ccording to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
all Canadians are entitled to
certain "fundamental freedoms," including "freedom of thought, belief,
opinion and expression, including
freedom ofthe press and other media of communication."
However, in the past year two
Canadian writers have been called
in for questioning by human rights
tribunals, special bodies created
outside the regular court system.
Such tribunals exist "to inquire into
complaints of discrimination and to
decide if what is alleged to have occurred is a discriminatory practice,"
which was originally intended to
remedy unfair housing and hiring
practices.
There are criminal laws against
hateful propaganda and inciting
genocide. People can sue in civil
court over defamation. But the human rights tribunal system is something else entirely. In the context of
two recent court cases, it is a tool
being used to chill protected speech
and debate in the public sphere.
Mark Steyn is a columnist for
Maclean's. Ezra Levant was the
publisher of the now-defunct neoconservative magazine The Western
Standard. Both have said things
in the past that most students and
the Ubyssey would disagree with,
perhaps vehemently. One Ubyssey

A

staffer even calls Levant "the biggest
conservative douchebag in Canada."
But in a free Canadian society, both
Levant and Steyn should be able to
write and publish what they want.
Two years ago, Levant reprinted
in his magazine cartoons that
originally appeared in the Danish
newspaper Jyllands-Posten, some of
which depicted the Muslim prophet
Mohammed. Visual representations
of the Prophet have been considered
by many Muslisms to be blasphemous, and as a result a complaint
was made to the Alberta tribunal
over Levant's publishing of the
cartoons.
Maclean's published an excerpt
from a book by Steyn, in which he
stirred up paranoia about the future
of Europe and Islam. He is the
subject of a complaint to Canada's
national human rights tribunal.
Levant, facing the Alberta Human
Rights and Citizenship commission,
recently was questioned to determine whether he knowingly printed
something "likely to expose a person
or a class of persons to hatred or
contempt."
That's a tall order. And a strange
one, because the same statute he's
being questioned under says that,
"Nothing in this section shall be
deemed to interfere with the free expression of opinion on any subject."
Meaning that Levant is being ques-

ilTREETERS

tioned about what he has published,
while at the same time the government isn't supposed to impinge one
his fundamental freedom of free
expression.
These cases concern popular
publications, not scholarly ones. Yet
students should care about these
cases because the freedom to write
and publish is essential to the core
of what universities are about. UBC,
which is not party to either case, has
a policy allowing students and faculty "to engage in full and unrestricted
consideration of any opinion." Furthermore, "Behaviour that obstructs
free and full discussion, not only of
ideas that are safe and accepted, but
of those which may be unpopular or
even abhorrent, vitally threatens the
integrity ofthe University's forum.
Such behaviour cannot be tolerated."
In this vein, it is clear that the
inquiries relating to Maclean's and
The Western Standard should end,
and that the human rights tribunals
should return to defending victims
of discrimination.
Mark Steyn has the right to think
what he wants, and Maclean's has
the right to publish it. If not, they
should be charged in a court of law,
or sued privately in a civil court.
But if that isn't happening, then it
isn't the government's business to
harass people merely for publishing
provocative material. \a

Streeters is a twice weekly column
in which students are asked a
question pertinent to
UBC.

See all their full comments online at www.ubyssey.ca

What kind of food would you want to eat at a Super Bowl party?

Selman
Razvi,
—Finance 3
"I'd maybe want to
drink a beer. That's
it. I really don't
know to be honest
with you."

Jean

Oosthuizen,
—Science 1

Aneil Jaswal,
—Science 1
"Spicy nachos...I
think pizza is classic.
It's the superbowl...
You can make some
homemade pizza if
you want."

Kaylen
Fredrickson,
—Bio/Chem 2
"Artichoke dip with
tortilla chips. Dips
are usually good...
any nacho variety,
pizzas...A combination of everything,
probably."

Annamaria
Gal,
—Biology 2
"Lately, it's been
home fries with lots
of salt. And if you're
French, you can
throw some cheese
on top."

The feature in the January 25th edition of the
Ubyssey ("Animal Experimentation: No Mr.
Hamster, I Expect You to Die!" Feature [Jan.
25th]) dealt with the "ethically ambiguous"
practice of animal testing. This article was horrendously biased (to think the Ubyssey was recently accused of being a conservative paper!)
and focused on the negative aspects of animal
testing and why it should be phased out. While
preventing cruelty to animals is a noble endeavour, it completely failed to address why animal
testing remains important in spite of it.
As a third-year biochemistry major, I am
very familiar with how prevalent and important
dead and live animals are to biomedical and life
sciences research. Simply put, modern science
cannot reproduce the complexity of nature. Life
scientists rely on extracts from dead animals to
obtain the enzymes and proteins they wish to
research. In many cases this is the only way to
obtain such compounds. Genetic experiments
rely on the manipulation, reproduction, and in
some cases the destruction of organisms, most
notably bacteria. Stopping the harvesting and
use of animals for raw materials is to end the
exploration of how life works and discount the
beneficial output of it.
Biomedical research requires that new
compounds be tested on living organisms.
Many pharmaceuticals are designed to interfere with selective cellular processes, and are
therefore toxic. Often, these compounds have
unforeseen or difficult to detect side effects in
other parts of the body that are harmful. While
working with individual cell cultures or computer models can often predict some of these
effects, they cannot always accurately predict
all of them. Live testing on animals offers an
extra level of certainty and safety before drugs
are tested on humans. To do away with this is
to subject human beings to horrible risk or do
away with modern medicine.
fjissections and vivisections of animals are
also extremely important to training students.
To properly understand how anatomical structures work and how to handle them requires
experience. To truly observe how organs work,
students have to see them working in live,
opened animals. The simple truth of the matter is that hands-on experience is priceless. To
stop the students who will one day be medical
professionals from gaining this type of experience is to hamstring the people who we turn to
for our health.
The above probably gives the impression
that scientists take a cavalier attitude to animal
sacrifice. UBC pharmacology uses live model
organisms in instruction and lab work. Students are taught about the effects of pharmaceuticals using live rodents as models. They are
also actively involved in discussing the ethical
considerations animal testing, human testing,
and the controversial world of drug development. Life scientists are aware of the costs
of animal research and the potential benefits
from it. There is discussion and soul searching
and efforts made to limit the impact as much
as possible.
The crux of my problem with the article
is that it completely ignores the researcher's
reasons for animal testing. Personally I consider human life more important than other
animals. Maybe I am indoctrinated into this via
education, or maybe I am just tired of seeing
people die of cancer. Regardless, I am willing
to accept the benefits of research and medicine
come with an animal cost. I don't like it, but I
accept it because there is no realistic alternative. Unless you are willing to deny the benefits
of modern medicine, refuse to use medicine
next time you are sick, or endorse experimentation on impoverished humans chances are you
accept animal testing too.
—Michael Bround
Science 3
Michael Bround frequently creates the editorial cartoons that
appear in the Ubyssey.

Submit a letter to the Ubyssey and see your writing in print. Letters to the editor must be under
300 words. Opinion pieces know as "Perspectives" range from 300 to 750 words.
- C o o r d i n a t e d by Jordy Chittley, Stephanie Findlay & Justin McElroy
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T-Birds stay in threeway tie for top spot
in Canada West
fourth set today was key."
Though the Golden Bears
were looking to equalize the
After taking only their third loss doubleheader record, the lingerof the season last week, the UBC ing momentum from the previmen's volleyball team bounced ous night allowed UBC to hold
back to split their doubleheader the advantage on Saturday. In a
with the top-ranked University of well-battled first set, UBC broke
Alberta Golden Bears at War Me- the pattern by winning three conmorial Gym over the weekend.
secutive points from 16-17 and
In their last two home games held on to the lead as the team's
ofthe regular season, the T-Birds mood maker Andrew Bonner
won the game Friday 3-1, but fol- killed for the final point, which
lowed it with a 2-3 loss Saturday. concluded the set 25-22. The
The split keeps the T-Birds tied momentum swing turned when
with the Bears and the Winnipeg Alberta dominated the second
Wesmen in first place in Canada set 25-19 and the T-Bird misses
West, each with 12 wins.
started to stand out. Despite this,
Intensity and rivalry sur- the T-Birds managed to grasp the
faced from the beginning of the long fourth set, winning 28-26.
match as the first set was fought
But the Bears were not going
closely with neither team lead- to let this doubleheader and top
ing by more than two points. The spot in Canada West slip through
set gradually turned in favour of their hands. Thomas Jarmoc and
UBC until a timeout was called Adam Kaminski of the Bears
at 16-15. But then the Bears took made crucial kills in the fourth
advantage of some UBC errors set to win 25-19 and equalize
and executed their plays master- the game to 2-2. The fifth set
fully to clinch the first set 25-22. became a disaster for UBC when
The second set proceeded the Bears took a commanding
with a point rally until UBC 7-1 lead right off the bat. The
finally earned a set point at 25- serve and kill misses with the
24, but an ambiguous line call precise blocks of the defensive
of Ben Saxton's kill attempt kept wall proved to be fatal as they
the Bears in the set. The pro- dropped the final set 8-15.
longed set finally came to an end
Regardless ofthe loss, Schick
when UBC's Joe Cordonier made was content that he was able to
an unbeatable block and roared let everyone play. "We played
in the air, which was soon to be with a lot of heart, and differjoined by the teammates and the ent guys stepped up at different
audience.
times," said Schick. "We were
This turned the momentum playing the number one team
into the T-Birds favour. The ani- in the nation and we beat them
mated team dominated the rest once and took the other to five."
of the game winning the next
The T-Birds now have two
two sets 25-17 and 25-21. Steve games left in their regular seaGotch executed the plays well, son, both against Trinity Westrecording 21 kills with only one ern University this weekend.
error.
Then they will concentrate on
"Our focus was there and we the upcoming playoffs that start
got the execution we wanted," February 15th where they hope
said head coach Richard Schick. to claim the highly competitive
"What I was most impressed Canada West crown. According
with was how we came out on the to Schick, "Though its hard to
fourth set because we've been up host the final four, we're in a
2-1 in the past and have got bit- good position and I'm proud of
ten by that, but the focus in the my guys." ^
BY SHUN ENDO

Sports Writer

• Designed primarily for non-business undergraduates
• For careers in Management, Finance and Accounting
• Extremely high co-op and permanent placement
To learn more about the MMPA Program, attend our information sessions:

Thursday, January 3 1 , 2008 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Room 206, AMS Conference Centre, University of British Columbia

www.utoronto.ca/mmpa

CAMP
TRILLIUM
High Ropes • Counselor • Nurses • Lifeguards • Kitchen

www.camptrillium.com

1-888-999-CAMP (2267)

Write for

write for news, the
only importent part
of the paper, the
rest is just filler.

no way, culture is
way better and you
should write for it.

news@ ubyssey. bc.ca

culture@ubyssey.bc.ca

GEOLOGY/GEOPHYSICS

Innovation is a way of life at Shell.

Great training you can take for granted -

PETROPHYSICS
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ENGINEERING:

We operate at the leading edge -

along with real responsibility. And within

not only in oil, gas and chemicals,

our global business, there will be many

but also in renewables such as wind

opportunities to match your aspirations.

CHEMICAL/PROCESS
PROCESS CONTROL
MECHANICAL
CORROSION & MATERIALS
PROJECT/FACILITIES
MINING

and solar energy.

So if you want to achieve more in your

But technical leadership begins with

career, get together with Shell. You can

technical expertise. Which is why we

make your online application right now -

work so hard to attract and develop

just visit our careers website.

people like you - today's talent and
tomorrow's leaders.

Shell is an Equal Opportunity Employer

www.shell.ca/careers
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Men's V-ball fights for top spot with Alberta P
Left:Marisa Field goes up for the block as Alexa Berton ofthe Pandas tries to spike it into the
open court this weekend in Edmonton. The women took both games 3-1 against the University
of Alberta. The sweep extends the Thunderbirds'winning streak to 12 games, and keeps them
tied for first in Canada West with a 15-1 record. Playoffs begin February 15th.
B e l o w : Matt LeBourdais (UBC) spikes the ball in last Friday's game against Alberta.They split
the weekend with Alberta remaining in a three way tie for first place in Canada West.

Next:

Men's Basketball
Feb. 1 *
vs. Alberta
@ noon
Feb. 2

vs Saskatchewan
@8pm

tii

™

Women's Basketball
Feb. 1 *
vs. Alberta
@6pm
Feb. 2

vs Saskatchewan
@6pm

Women's Hockey
Feb. 1 -2

vs. Alberta
@ 7:30pm

Men's Volleyball
Feb. 1-2

at Trinity Western
@7 pm

Men's V-ball on
page 07

Women's Volleyball
Feb. 2-3
games in b o l d are played at U B C
•heardUve on C I T R 101.9

vs. Calgary
,& 2:30piTI

SHUN ENDO PHOTO / THE UBYSSEY

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars
Complete 30-Hour Seminars
Proven Test-Taking Strategies
Personalized Professional Instruction
Comprehensive Study Materials
• Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy
Personal Tutoring Available
Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
1-800-779-1779 / 780-428-8700
www.oxfordseminars.com

sports@ubyssey.bc.ca

www.international.gc.ca/experience 1-877-461-2346
-

AVEL & W
VOYAGER ET TRAVAILLER A L'ETRANGER
• ^ •
I T •

Foreign Affairs and
International Trade Canada

Affaires etrangeres et
Commerce international Canada

Canada

